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TEACHING MOTHER TONGUE LANGUAGES

From opera to iPads
The teaching of mother tongue languages was changed recently, to put an increased focus on interactive
communication skills and customising it to students’ needs. These changes were prompted by the fact that the
English language is becoming the dominant communication medium in homes, resulting in students having a
weaker grasp of their mother tongue languages when they enter primary school. The Straits Times looks at some
schools which have made Chinese, Malay and Tamil come alive for their students by thinking out of the box.

Getting students
to sing a
different tune

Expanding Malay
vocabulary
with card game

TAKE a teenager from an English-speaking
home who has been scoring only Cs in her
mother tongue, Chinese, and immerse her in
the arcane world of Chinese opera.
Wynnette Yip, 15, from Bukit Panjang
Government High School (BPGHS) was that
teenager.
Her grades for Chinese have now edged
up to Bs, and she credits her school’s Chinese opera elective programme for it. The
Secondary 4 student is so encouraged she is
now gunning for an A in the Chinese O-level
examination, which she will sit in June.
What she had going for her was motivation. At the end of Secondary 1, she felt she
ought to do something to improve her Chinese, as her results for the subject were in
danger of becoming a blight on her record.
She signed up for the Chinese opera elective then, seeing it as a way to immerse herself in a Mandarin-speaking environment.
Within a year, she was getting Bs. She
said: “In order to sing the songs, I had to
learn how to pronounce the words and know
the meaning of the phrases. I also grew more
confident using the language since I had to
speak Mandarin to the instructors.”
BPGHS engages instructors from two professional Chinese opera groups, the Chinese
Opera Institute and Starworks Artistry Studio, to run weekly lessons for students, and
stages productions of well-known classics
like Madame White Snake every two years.
The school’s head of mother tongue Tan
Kok Hua, who introduced the elective in
2003, said: “I made modifications by cutting
down the number of songs in each opera by
half, since young people wouldn’t like too
many songs – the pace of the story would be
too slow. I also changed some of the lyrics to
make them slightly easier to understand.”
AMELIA TAN

A FUN way to learn Malay is on the cards
for students at Temasek Junior College.
Teacher Azyanti Mohamed Mudakir, who
realised her students tended to think in English first before speaking in Malay, has a solution to expand their vocabulary.
It is a Malay-language card game which uses Malay nouns and verbs. “I thought a card
game would be a fun way for them to like and
learn the language differently,” she said.
The 30-year-old spent about a year developing the game, whose marketing rights
have been secured by e-Ventions International, a media consultant agency and event
management company.
“Each card contains a key word and five
related words. The words will belong to the
same category, for instance, Malay festivals
or literature,” she said.
One way to play is for students to offer
the key word as a clue for their friends to
guess the five related words. A second way
is to use the related words as clues to determine the key word.
A third way is to nail down the key word
without using any of the related words. “In
that way, students realise their own vocabulary can be lacking and they pick up new words
that can be used in real life,” said Ms Azyanti.
The cards, at $35 a pack, will be on sale in
schools and bookshops from April.
LEOW SI WAN

Bukit Panjang Government High School students (from left) Khoo Ee, 16, Hoe Feng Hua, 14, and Wynnette Yip, 15, all dressed up in traditional
costumes. They took up the school’s Chinese opera elective programme. ST PHOTO: DESMOND FOO

To supermarket,
playground for
Tamil lessons

Boning up
on language
the TCM way
CHINESE language at Ngee Ann Secondary
School comes to life not through books or
videos, but through Traditional Chinese
Medicine (TCM).
Last year, two classes of Higher Chinese
students had lessons by TCM practitioners.
It was such a success that it will now be
extended to all the lower-secondary Higher
Chinese classes, said principal Adrian Lim.
“Students
basically
attend
two
three-hour sessions at the TCM shop,” he
said. They learn about the history of TCM,
its role in culture, and even Chinese novels
and the characters who practise it, he added.
Students also get to bone up on natural
herbs, medicinal concoctions, traditional
massages and acupuncture.
“We just wanted to illustrate to students
that language is everywhere,” said Mr Lim.
Secondary 3 student Boon Hwee Lan, 15,
said: “It was a lot more interesting than just
reading and learning in the classrooms. I
picked up new knowledge and some words
and phrases. Many medicinal names, for instance, are derived from Chinese idioms.
“Now, when I accompany my mother to
TCM stores, I can use my new knowledge.”
LEOW SI WAN

Chinese language teacher Li Xiaohui and her Secondary 1 students from Nanyang Girls’ High School showing off the iPads they use in the
classroom. The iPads have changed the way Chinese language is taught and learnt in the school. ST PHOTO: NEO XIAOBIN

More time for
each student
with iTech way
THE iPad tablet computer made by Apple can be used to read e-books, play
games and surf the Internet, among
many things.
At Nanyang Girls’ High School, it
has taken on another role – that of an
all-in-one, go-to tool for teaching and
learning.
Under a pilot project that began this
month, every student in two Secondary
1 and two Secondary 3 classes was is-

sued one to be used in class and at
home.
Teachers and students say the gadget has, in particular, changed the way
the Chinese language is taught and
learnt.
During a typical Chinese language
lesson, the girls would read a passage
on the device, using its touch screen to
highlight new words and phrases.
They then go to an online dictionary
to find the meanings of those words,
and record themselves reading the passages aloud – also using the iPad.
The girls then post their recordings
on class blogs for their teacher and
classmates to comment on.
Chinese language teacher Li Xiaohui
said that before this, she was never able
to listen to every student in her class of

over 30 read passages aloud because
there was just not enough time.
Now, she can do so after class.
She said: “After listening to the
clips, I give them comments on how
they can improve through the class blog
or in class. I find I have more time for
every child now.”
Students say they like the iPad because it allows them to do their homework anywhere, and it encourages them
to read Chinese short stories.
Sec 1 student Mandy Foong, 12, said:
“I was able to write an entry for my
journal and read up on a passage on my
iPad during a one-hour train journey. I
also read Chinese short stories on the
iPad, which makes it more convenient
than carrying heavy books in my bag.”
AMELIA TAN

No fear, no red faces in Chinese ‘B’ class
BY LEOW SI WAN
WHENEVER Kyle Wong speaks
Mandarin, he ends up getting teased
about his wrong choice of words or
awkward pronunciation and intonation.
Kyle, 12, a Secondary 1 student at
Anglo-Chinese School (Barker Road),
said: “I recall one occasion last year
when I was speaking to a friend’s
mother in Mandarin. She started
laughing because she couldn’t
understand what I was talking about.
“When I get laughed at, my face
turns red, I start stuttering and my
Mandarin gets worse. So after a while, I
just decided not to open my mouth.”
The boy is now enrolled in a Chinese
Language “B” class with ACS. It has
been just a few weeks since he started
lessons in his new school but he says he
is already more comfortable speaking
up in class.
When The Straits Times sat in on
the class, which is made up of 11

Secondary 1 students who scored a C
grade or below in Chinese in the
Primary School Leaving Examination,
there were no signs of fear or
embarrassment about making silly
mistakes when speaking Mandarin.
The students had no qualms about
asking simple questions – some had
difficulty with the Chinese words for
“assembly” and “school hall” – and
their teacher would answer them
patiently. English was also frequently
used to explain certain nouns.
When mistakes were made during
oral presentations – one student said in
Mandarin that he had “lunch” at night
when he meant “dinner” – lessons
continued smoothly.
Most of the students come from
predominantly English-speaking
homes. Their teacher Madam Li Yaya,
40, said: “I have to go slow and make
things very simple. Sometimes I need
to use English to explain to them.
When it comes to teaching, I use

Madam Li Yaya, 40, listening to one of her students at Anglo-Chinese School (Barker Road)
giving a presentation in Mandarin. ST PHOTO: DESMOND LIM
videos, computer presentations and
pictures to better engage them.”
Games also work well, she added.
“I give them a slip of paper with the
word or words they are supposed to
form a sentence with. I play music and
whoever gets the paper when the music
stops must form a sentence. They will

try hard because they don’t wish to lose
the game,” she said. The new textbooks
also help, said Madam Li.
The Ministry of Education (MOE)
said a new “B” curriculum was rolled
out to Secondary 1 and 3 levels this
year, while a new curriculum at junior
college level will be ready by 2012.

AT ST Hilda’s Primary School, Tamil lessons can mean a trip to the supermarket –
or the playground.
Tamil teacher Veronica Naidu believes
her pupils, who mainly come from English-speaking backgrounds, connect more
with the language when they can relate it to
their daily lives.
“We are literally learning Tamil through
experiences. These lessons really captivate
them,” she said. And once you have their interest, half the game is won, said Ms Naidu.
Pupils are taken to the supermarket
across the street from their school in Tampines, where they learn the names of fruits
and vegetables in Tamil, particularly those
used in Indian cooking. They even buy a few
to set up a mock supermarket in their classrooms. Back in class, pupils role-play as
shopkeepers and customers – in Tamil.
At the nearby playground, Ms Naidu’s Primary 1 pupils are taught the Tamil names of
different toys and games. They also get to
practise writing Tamil letters in the coloured
sand the teacher has with her.
Over at Rivervale Primary School in Sengkang, teachers encourage their pupils to
make their own food. Last year, they learnt
to make muruku, an Indian snack traditionally eaten during Deepavali.
Teacher Nanthini Rajendran also encourages them to use food items to make art. Her
pupils have made collages of the Tamil alphabet using uncooked rice and spices.
“They need activities that use all their
five senses to keep them interested,” she
said.
JENNANI DURAI

The new textbooks feature more
pictures than the previous version in
use since 2004. They use hanyu pinyin
– the romanisation system for Chinese
– and focus on developing speaking and
listening skills, said the school’s head
of Chinese language Peh Chin Cheok,
43.
The “B” syllabus in mother tongue
languages was introduced to all
students in Singapore in 2001 for those
struggling with them.
Based on MOE figures, the
percentage of students who took
Chinese Language “B” at O level
remained at 3 to 4 per cent between
2004 and last year. The percentage
who took it at A level remained at
about 2 per cent.
The pass rate for both O and A levels
was worse than 95 per cent in 2009,
the latest figures available.
One Secondary 2 student in another
of ACS’ “B” classes, Jonathan Chua, 14,
said: “I used to be really bad and I
couldn’t understand anything that was
going on in class. But I am much better
now, I actually like Chinese very
much.”

